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Objectives and Structure of This Talk

Objectives:

� Find a simple and efficient solution to the compositionality problem

of (classical) Statecharts semantics

� Show that intuitionistic logics is excellently suited for analyzing

Statecharts semantics

Structure:

� A brief introduction to Statecharts

� Step semantics à la Pnueli/Shalev

� The compositionality problem

� A novel semantic framework



The Statecharts Language

� Introduced by David Harel in the mid Eighties

� Is a visual language for specifying synchronous reactive systems

� Extends finite–state machines by means of hierarchy (or–states),

concurrency (and–states), and priority (negated events)

� Is popular among software engineers due to its “intuitive” appeal

– Employed for avionics and automotive embedded systems

– Supported by design tools for several Statecharts dialects

(e.g., Statemate, BetterState, and Stateflow)

– Statecharts is part of UML (Unified Modeling Language)

� Possesses a quite complex state–machine semantics proposed

by Pnueli and Shalev
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Example: Mode Logic of a Flight Guidance System

bottom-up specification

Statechart:  tree of states

AND-state              parallel composition:

top-down specificationOR-states               state hierarchy:

state name

Vertical Guidance Flight Director

Flight Guidance System
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Configuration Algebra

C ::= 0 j E=A j CkC j C + C

where

0 : Empty configuration (basic state)

E=A : Transition with trigger E and action A

— E subset of events and negated events

—A subset of events

k : Parallel composition operator (and state)

+ : Hierarchy/choice operator (or state)

Note:

� Operator + is more expressive than in Statecharts “C +E=A”

� This talk focuses mostly on the “+” –free fragment



Macro–step Semantics à la Pnueli/Shalev

Given a Statecharts configurationC and a setE of events offered by the

environment, a macro step is a maximal set of “enabled” transitions, i.e.,

of mutually orthogonal, globally consistent transitions triggered in C .

Moreover, each transition in a macro step is causally justified.

procedure step–construction(C , E);

var T := ;;

while T � enabled(C;E; T ) do

choose t 2 enabled(C;E; T ) n T ;

T := T [ ftg

od;

if T = enabled(C;E; T ) then return T

else report failure

end step–construction.

Each macro step T leads to a step response:

C +E A for A =df E [
[

t2T

act(t)



Deficiencies of This Step Construction

� Non–deterministic choices

� Failure =) need for backtracking

� Non–compositional

Consequences:

� Difficult to implement efficiently

� Insufficient as a basis for semantic analyses

Is there a better way of characterizing Statecharts steps?



What are Compositionality and Full–abstractness?

Obs(S) observations of system S

[[S]] semantic model of S

S1 � S2 if and only if Obs(S1) = Obs(S2)

S1 � S2 if and only if [[S1]] = [[S2]]

S1 S2

S2

C

S1

C

Cin all system contexts

compositionality full-abstractness



Why Compositionality and Full–abstractness?

Are those not just toys notions invented by concurrency theoreticians?

Compositionality:

� Supports re–use of system components via open system designs

— Closed systems are often not very useful

� Enables modular system analysis, verification, code generation

— Crucial for mastering today’s system complexity

Full–abstractness:

� Avoids distinguishing systems that observationally behave the same

� Achieves representation economy



Compositionality Defect of Statecharts Semantics
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Compositionality Defect (cont’d)

t3t4 a / b

s4

s5

s45s47 s67

s6

s7

 / a

Step response: {} {a, b}

Step response: {} fail

t3
b / ab / a a / b

s1

s2 s3

t1 t2

s4

s5

s45s13s15

=) The Law of the Excluded Middle does not hold!



Logical Analysis

What is the intuitive reason for this defect?

:b=a means “if b is never present throughout the macro step,

then a is asserted”

b=a means “if b is present throughout the macro step,

then a is asserted”

�=a means “a is asserted independent of whether b becomes

present at some point in the macro step”

=) Propositional logic excludes events from becoming present

“in–between”

“Intuitionistic logic = Propositional logic – Law of Excluded Middle”

=) Consider intuitionistic logic for analyzing Statecharts semantics



An Intuitionistic Semantics for Statecharts

Idea: Read configurations as intuitionistic formulas

Domain: Sequences M of some length n over event sets

V (0) � V (1) � � � � � V (n� 1)

(linear Kripke structures modeling interactions with the environment)

Mapping: M is a sequence model of C , written M 2 SM (C) , if:

(i) M 2 SM (0)

(ii) M 2 SM (E=A) if 80 � i < n:

(:E� \ V (n� 1) = ; and E+ � V (i)) implies A � V (i)

(iii) M 2 SM (CkD) if M 2 SM (C) and M 2 SM (D)

Example: Sequence models of C =df a=b k b=c k :a=c are

(i) ; � fcg � fa; b; cg

(ii) fcg � fb; cg

(iii) fcg



Characterization of Pnueli and Shalev’s Semantics

Definition: M is a response model of C if

(i) M has length 1, i.e., it is a classical model of C

(ii) M is not the final state of another sequence model of C

Interesting examples:

� C1 =df a=b k b=a :

— Possesses only the response model fg over fa; bg

— fa; bg is not a response model as fg � fa; bg in SM (C1)

� C2 =df :a=a :

— Possesses no response models over fag

— fag is not a response model since fg � fag in SM (C2)

Conservativity: C +E A iff A is a response model of C k � =E



Compositionality and Full–abstractness

Compositionality:

SM (C) = SM (D) implies

� 8R: SM (C kR) = SM (D kR)

� 8R 8E;A: CkR +E A iff DkR +E A

=) In presence of the choice operator, the semantics needs to be

slightly refined.

Full–abstractness:

SM (C) = SM (D) if

8R 8E;A: CkR +E A iff DkR +E A

=) Intuitionistic sequence models capture exactly Pnueli/Shalev’s

response behavior in all contexts.



Compositionality Defect: Revisited

How does the new semantics distinguish b=a k b=a and �=a ?

Sequence models of b=a k b=a :

fag

fa; bg

fag � fa; bg

; � fa; bg

; � fag � fa; bg

Sequence models of �=a :

fag

fa; bg

fag � fa; bg

=) Both configurations have the same response models but

different sets of sequence models!



Dealing with Choice

Method I: Encoding choice using k plus transition names as events

t1 t2

b / a b / a operationally

congruent

b &
t2 /

t1a &

b &
/t1

a & t2

Then use the simple semantics based on sequence models.

Method II: Enriching the semantics via the use of

(i) sets of sets of sequence models (choice), together with

(ii) enabling information (pre–emption)

All details can be found in a technical report; see www.icase.edu



Conclusions

� Showed that intuitionistic logic is suitable for analyzing Statecharts

macro–step semantics

� Developed a fully–abstract semantics via ‘stabilization sequences’

� Provided groundwork for a model–theoretic implementation of

Statecharts semantics which avoids backtracking

� Characterized stabilization sequences using semi–lattice structures

Some plans for future work:

� Extending the paper’s results to sequences of macro steps

� Comparing various Statecharts semantics formally

� Developing algebraic characterizations of ‘step congruence’

� Deriving a fully–abstract denotational semantics



Most Relevant Related Work

Huizing, Gerth, and de Roever (1988)

� Fully–abstract denotational semantics

� But: no global consistency, additional operators

Uselton and Smolka (1994), Levi (1997)

Maggiolo–Schettini, Peron, and Tini (1996)

� Compositionality via partial–order labels

� No full–abstractness result

Lüttgen, von der Beeck, and Cleaveland (1999, 2000)

� Compositionality via representing micro–step sequences

� No full–abstractness result


